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CANNABIS LAW REFORM BILL 2009 
Second Reading 

Resumed from 14 October. 

MR R.H. COOK (Kwinana — Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [9.47 pm]: I thank the chamber for the 
opportunity to speak on the Cannabis Law Reform Bill 2009 tonight. I inform the minister that I am the lead 
speaker on this bill, and I rise to speak on it with some pleasure because it is a very important piece of legislation 
for the Labor Party. It is one that we had, in some respects, in the chamber locked and ready to go. We, of course 
had a different approach; ours made amendments to the Cannabis Control Act 2003, but the current government 
has chosen a different course. 

This bill was one of the government’s 100-day promises. It was one of those items that it signalled as an 
indication of its readiness to govern. Coalition members told the Western Australian public that it should vote for 
them because it was ready to go and this legislation would be introduced, no doubt in the first 100 days of 
government, and the government would be able to deliver on the promises it made to the people of Western 
Australia. It is with some disappointment, of course, that I note that this was not the case. We know now, of 
course, that it was not ready to govern and we had to wait for a full year plus before we would see legislation 
that implemented that very important election commitment. 

This legislation is adequate in intent. We think this is an honest attempt by the government to tackle a very 
difficult issue—namely, drug laws. Although both I and the opposition have difficulties with some aspects of it 
in relation to the government’s approach and how it has gone about this, the Labor Party supports the legislation. 
Our support is based on a solemn commitment that we share with the government to reduce cannabis use. It is 
for that reason that we will be supporting this bill, because we, in a similar way to the government, believe it is 
important that we continually work to reduce the harmful effects of cannabis use in our society. 

We would like to discuss aspects of the bill and ask questions, which I am sure the minister will be able to 
answer for us. We have concerns that the bill will push more people into the criminal justice system and that the 
measures that the government is proposing to introduce in this bill have the capacity to swamp government 
services; therefore, the bill has very important resource implications. Indeed, if the government is serious, as it 
says it is, about reducing the incidence of cannabis use in our community and re-criminalising the possession of 
small amounts of cannabis, it is important that this legislation be accompanied by significant increases in 
resources. We know that significant resources will need to be provided before the legislation, as it is currently 
designed, can be implemented properly. 

If the government were serious about getting tough on drugs, it would be doing some other things. It would be 
serious about getting tough on substance abuse, and we have provided the government with the opportunity to do 
so by it supporting the opposition’s butane legislation. We have not had official word from the government on its 
position on the butane legislation, although media commentary suggests that the government does not support it. 
In some respects it is happy to support legislation that deals with the use of iconic drugs, because that gives it a 
good hit in the electorate, but when it comes to grappling with the real issues of substance abuse, it is left 
wanting. We wait, with some anticipation, for word on the resources that the government will provide to the 
various government agencies that will be charged with the task of implementing this legislation. Of course, we 
also wait for the government to introduce further measures to crack down on the real threat of drugs in society—
that is, the chemical-based harder drugs such as amphetamines, which I believe represent a much more 
significant risk to our community. 

I will go through some of the general historical aspects of this bill. It has largely been driven by the reforms that 
Labor was in the process of implementing when it was in government. Labor’s reforms were based on a rational 
analysis of the Cannabis Control Act and how that act needed to be tweaked—it requires some pretty major 
tweaking, I must confess—or amended to make it more effective. The current legislation provides that if a 
person is caught with 30 grams or less of cannabis or an implement containing traces of the substance, the police 
can use their discretion in issuing a cannabis infringement notice. The person has the option of attending a drug 
education or intervention forum or paying a fine. As was the intent of the original legislation, the act was 
reviewed in 2007 by the Drug and Alcohol Office, which came up with a range of amendments to the legislation, 
and I think those amendments are worth noting. The first of those recommendations is that the Cannabis Control 
Act should be continued and its effectiveness enhanced in undertaking the reforms. It was recommended that the 
maximum amount of cannabis for which a cannabis infringement notice can be issued be not more than 15 
grams; that is, the number of grams that an offender can have would be halved. It is worth noting that only 2.6 
per cent of the CINs issued were for people possessing between 15 and 30 grams of cannabis. It is fair to say that 
restricting the amount to 15 grams would catch the main protagonists under these laws. 
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Another recommendation of the review is to remove the CIN scheme for the offence of cultivation of any 
number of cannabis plants; that is, the provision under which a person can cultivate two plants for personal use 
and still be issued with a cannabis infringement notice should be removed from the legislation. It was 
recommended that the Cannabis Control Act and the Young Offenders Act be amended to enable police to issue 
juveniles with one or more CINs on a single occasion; in other words, a young person who is caught with both a 
smoking implement with traces of cannabis and a quantity of cannabis would receive one CIN, even though that 
person had essentially committed two infringements. Other recommendations are that failure to comply with the 
requirements of the CIN or the commission by a young person of further offences should result in a referral to 
the juvenile justice team, and that juveniles who commit minor cannabis offences and are eligible under the CIN 
criteria be required to attend an individual therapeutic intervention sessions that addresses their cannabis use, and 
that this intervention comprise at least one session. The Drug and Alcohol Office was moving in the same way 
that the government has signalled it intends to move—that is, away from attending group sessions under 
cannabis infringement notices and towards a one-on-one session and an intervention session identifying drug-use 
problems and referral for further treatment. Another recommendation of the review is to retain the option for 
adults to comply with a CIN by either attendance at a cannabis education session or payment of a financial 
penalty, but to increase the financial penalty for the offences of possession of not more than 15 grams of 
cannabis and possession of a smoking implement with detectable traces of cannabis. The reason for that 
recommendation is that there was a feeling that people were paying fines too often and were not attending 
education sessions, so the recommendation is to increase the incentives for people to attend education sessions. 

Mr R.F. Johnson: I think only five per cent of the people actually attended the lessons. Most of them opted to 
pay the fine. 

Mr R.H. COOK: In fact, initially the figure was around 13 per cent, but the minister is right; the number did 
drop dramatically. I think it is a reasonable amendment to the legislation to create a better incentive for people to 
attend those sessions. 

Other recommendations of the review include that there be more drug awareness campaigns; that the definition 
of a type of cannabis for which a CIN can be issued be amended to include seeds, which is a very reasonable 
approach; that WA police, when practicable, be able to issue CINs on the spot, rather than detain an offender; 
that the Misuse of Drugs Act and the Cannabis Control Act be amended to ensure that the police can destroy an 
expiable quantity of cannabis after a CIN has been issued; that, in addition to the established community drug 
service teams and the Aboriginal alcohol and drug service, Aboriginal community-controlled health 
organisations be included as CES providers when they are willing and able to perform this function, which 
would provide better delivery of these education sessions to Aboriginal communities; that consideration be given 
to including other service providers when there is evidence of a lack of access to the CESs; that additional 
education programs, resources and referral mechanisms be developed to enable new and existing CES providers 
to maximise their effectiveness in assisting those who have cannabis-related problems; that the Cannabis Control 
Act be amended to enable the Director General of Health to develop an improved administrative process for 
approving and managing providers of cannabis education sessions; that consideration be given to amending the 
Fines Enforcement Registry process to enable a work development order to be imposed as an alternative to a 
financial penalty; that the regulation of the sale of cannabis-smoking paraphernalia and the provision of 
comprehensive health education material through retailers be maintained; and that the Cannabis Control Act be 
amended to improve the ability of the Drug and Alcohol Office to monitor compliance by cannabis paraphernalia 
retailers by enabling entry to and inspection of premises similar to the powers available in the Tobacco Products 
Control Act.  

I raise these issues to illustrate to the chamber that these things were already in train and that the government 
has, to the best of its efforts, mirrored a lot of the recommendations that came out of the Drug and Alcohol 
Office review, and that it has included them in this legislation. Members on this side of the house have little 
problem supporting the main thrust of what the government is trying to do in this bill.  

The bill in its current form does a range of things: it repeals the Cannabis Control Act 2003 and imposes these 
new measures through the Misuse of Drugs Act 1981. The new laws propose to force education upon anyone 
caught with a lower legal threshold of 10 grams or less. That is consistent with the Liberal Party’s election 
commitment. Failure to attend an education session will result in prosecution, and juveniles will get two chances 
to attend a session and adults one chance. We understand that the government expects that under the new system 
upwards of 3 500 people will be attending a cannabis intervention session annually, which is around 1 000 
children and 2 500 adults, and that there is an expectation that the CISs will have a success rate of around about a 
third. Two observations have to be made immediately. One is that one-on-one sessions for 3 500 people each 
year will be very resource intensive. We know that a lot of non-government organisations that run the 
counselling services are already having difficulty attracting counsellors and social workers into the field. 
Therefore, we suspect that the government will put a tremendous drain on that particular labour market but will 
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struggle to recruit these people; and when it does recruit them, it will find there is a huge bill to pay. We have not 
had any indication of the sort of appropriations or costing that the government expects to be associated with that, 
and we expect the minister to provide that information in the course of the debate.  

We are incredulous that the government expects a third of the people who are forced to attend these CISs will 
have a positive response to them. That is, they are compelled simply by the force of law to participate in these 
sessions and that somehow a third of those people will come out on other side responding in a positive manner. 
We think that is highly unlikely, and we have been told that there is good evidence to support this. It is not an 
unreasonable request to see some of that evidence.  

Clause 7, which is proposed new section 19A of the Misuse of Drugs Act 1981, proposes a ban on the sale of 
smoking paraphernalia. The opposition believes that goes too far and will put an unnecessary number of people 
who have these products as part of their stock out of business. Our main concern in that issue is not for those 
people who buy these implements for the use of cannabis, but we believe that by completely driving this market 
underground the government would lose the capacity to regulate this market and to ensure that it is being 
administered and the laws are being applied properly. That particular approach is also contrary to the approach 
contained in the Tobacco Products Control Act, which is to force these things under the counter. It is also 
inconsistent with the butane products control law, which imposes another regulation on retailers. The 
government has said that it will not support the butane bill, so while one can buy a butane container and die from 
inhaling the fumes, one is unable to buy a pipe; yet, to the best of my knowledge, no-one has ever died from 
cannabis inhalation, whereas they have died from butane inhalation. In fact, 400 people each year die from abuse 
of paracetamol; however, the government is not suggesting any regulations in relation to that.  

The government has also suggested some changes around spent convictions, with the ability to apply for a 
cannabis conviction to be spent from an earlier time frame, from 10 years to three years. I wonder if this is the 
Blackstone Society clause; that is, those who undertake certain behaviour as an undergraduate law student but 
realise later it is not an appropriate way to behave if one is to be a lawyer, and they get it taken off their record 
before they have to complete their law degree. We think this is a reasonable clause because it suggests, and the 
way this was described by the Premier, that this allows people not to have the burden of these sorts of 
convictions for what a lot of the community describe as a fairly minor offence to be hanging over their heads for 
an undue period of time.  

Mr R.F. Johnson: It would be 10 years.  

Mr R.H. COOK: As the minister said, it is usually 10 years. There are some other areas of the bill that are 
worth noting. In proposed new section 8E(2)(a) of the Misuse of Drugs Act 1981, which relates to a cannabis 
infringement notice, for the first offence I notice that the police officer simply has to believe that an offence has 
occurred, and yet this is the first step along the way to a criminal justice process. I would like the minister to 
explain some of the circumstances and perhaps some of the workability of that. Proposed new section 8I(2) 
relates to a cannabis infringement notice not being able to be withdrawn if an alleged offender has completed a 
CIS. In the instance of mistaken identity, perhaps there is capacity for that aspect of the bill to be examined in 
closer detail.  

As I said, the opposition supports this bill, and there is some justification for that. One of those things is that 
community attitudes and health research has taken us towards a more cautious approach to cannabis. It is not the 
harmless drug that people thought it was some years ago. I welcome this caution. Without coming to grips with 
the fact that people have always taken drugs throughout society, health experts and policy advocates have at least 
acknowledged it is not the harmless drug it was once thought to be. I remember bumping into an old friend, who 
I regarded as somewhat of an expert on drugs and their effects. I will call this chap Mike for the purpose of this 
debate. Mike had a very long personal experience of the impact of drugs. I joked with him that at some point we 
would have to come to grips with the issues associated with drug law reform in relation to cannabis. 
Unexpectedly he said, “Yes, I bet you will.” That is because there is a lot of evidence out there now which 
suggests that it is not a harmless drug and it is quite harmful: Its relationship with psychoses, and the bringing on 
of early psychoses in schizophrenics who partake in cannabis at an early age is starting to be further explored by 
health experts. As a result of that, we have good reason to be cautious about the impacts of this drug.  

Cannabis continues to be a drug that enjoys popularity, but this is on the wane. The annual drug use survey in the 
2007 National Drug Strategy Household Survey showed us an interesting trend of participation with cannabis: 
22 per cent of respondents to that survey in 1998 said that they had used cannabis in the previous 12 months. By 
2004 that had dropped to 13.7 per cent, and by 2007 that had dropped to 9.1 per cent. That is a rational figure. In 
Western Australia that number in 2007 was 10.8 per cent. We see a remarkable reduction in the level of cannabis 
use in our society but, unfortunately, there has been a take up in other forms of drug use. There has been an 
increased use of cocaine and, as we know anecdotally, an increased use of other drugs. For instance, about a 
third of Australians aged 14-plus have used cannabis at some stage in their lifetime. Nearly 90 per cent have 
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consumed alcohol, 8.9 per cent have used ecstasy, 6.3 per cent have used methamphetamines, 5.9 per cent have 
used cocaine and 3.1 per cent, or half a million Australians aged 14-plus, have used inhalants; that is, butane, 
petrol and glues at some point in their lifetime. The task that we have ahead of us with drugs continues to be 
significant. We have to continually look at these new drugs and new patterns of behaviour when framing our 
policies to ensure that the issues that impact most strongly on our society are addressed.  

The government is correct to bring in these cannabis measures. Its action enjoys a high level of popularity. 
However, other drugs are emerging on the horizon and are being used by young people. These drugs also have a 
detrimental effect on their health and policymakers must continue to focus on them.  

Cannabis remains a socially accepted form of drug. The survey revealed that two-thirds of the respondents 
support changing laws to allow people to use cannabis for medicinal purposes or to support clinical trials to 
explore its impact on medicinal purposes. Two-thirds of the respondents supported a change to legislation 
permitting the use of marijuana for medical purposes and almost three-quarters supported a clinical trial for 
people to use marijuana to treat medical conditions. It is fair to say that the government needs to remain vigilant 
about the nature of drugs and how they can be used in alternative medicines while, at the same time, maintaining 
a hard line on their abuse.  

This Western Australian legislation is not revolutionary. Other states have had similar legislation in place for 
some time and it remains in place. Members know that South Australia was the first jurisdiction to implement 
legislation for cannabis use. That legislation provided that a person found to be in possession of 100 grams of 
cannabis with no more than one plant would be fined between $100 and $150. In 1992 the Australian Capital 
Territory had similar legislation penalising a person found to be in possession of 25 grams, or five plants. In 
1996 the Northern Territory brought in legislation penalising a person found in possession of less than 50 grams 
of cannabis with no more than two plants. We know Western Australia has had legislation in place since 2004 
penalising a person found in possession of 30 grams and no more than two plants. We are not living in a 
particularly pro-drug environment. Currently, we have a legislative regime that is accepted across the nation. In 
the time in which it has been in place the level of cannabis use has plummeted.  

I said earlier in this speech that this bill will result in significant resource implications for the government. To 
date we have had little or no response from the government on what resources it will bring to bear. As I said, 
each year 3 500 people attend cannabis intervention sessions. In addition, young people might be referred to a 
juvenile justice team or to further drug rehabilitation programs run by the Drug and Alcohol Office. It is fair to 
say that there will be significant resource implications for not only counselling, but also juvenile justice teams to 
implement their programs and for the Office of Mental Health to implement its programs.  

I will dwell for a moment on how offenders will have the opportunity to attend cannabis intervention sessions 
when they live in remote locations. We know that there is a problem with the high use of cannabis in Indigenous 
communities. It is incumbent on this government to explain how it will rollout CISs across the state, such as in 
remote Aboriginal communities. How does it expect people to get to where these programs are held within 
28 days or will the legislation provide for a rollover of that 28 days by an authorised officer? How will that be 
managed? Do people have to apply for a 28-day rollover while they are waiting for the juvenile justice team to 
visit their community? Will it be managed by case officers from Western Australia Police? If that is the case, 
what would be the resource implications attached to that? Significant resource implications are involved in 
implementing this legislation. Under the previous legislation the then Labor government saved about $1 million 
per annum by providing diversionary programs from the court system.  

We have a scenario; that is, 3 500 people attend CISs, an increased works program for the juvenile justice team, 
authorised officers under the legislation tracking the 28-day cycle of each of the offenders to determine whether 
they could reasonably be expected to attend a CIS, and increased costs for the court system as people start to 
move back into the court process. In the meantime we have no indication from the government about how it will 
resource this process. The only information we have from the government is that in the normal budgetary 
process it will allocate resources. That must mean that it will not be until July next year that we can expect to see 
this legislation implemented. If that is the case, we would be looking at a scenario that the government’s 100-day 
plan, not introduced until many hundreds of days later, will not be implemented until two and a half years into its 
first term of office. It is hardly being given the priority that it said it would assign to getting tough on drugs.  

The Labor opposition will support this legislation. However, we know from comments in the media that one 
member of this Parliament will not. The member for Jandakot said that this legislation is about big government 
and governments getting in the way of people. He said that governments should not be legislating to deal with 
such behaviour as lighting up a joint.  

Ms M.M. Quirk: Did the member for Jandakot say that?  

Mr R.H. COOK: The member for Jandakot made these statements on radio. 
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A government member: Was he talking about cannabis?  

Mr R.H. COOK: No, he was talking about the Tobacco Products Control Act. He said it was an unnecessary 
intervention upon people’s activities. It was pointed out to the member for Jandakot that smoking tobacco has 
serious health implications. He said that it was not good enough, because it breaks John Stewart Mill’s rule on 
civil liberties. The member for Jandakot needs to think about his priorities on this issue. We in the Labor Party 
believe it is important to legislate on these things because society has an important collective role to make these 
decisions about the sort of community in which they want to live. “Not so”, said the member for Jandakot.  

Mr I.C. Blayney: He can speak for himself. 

Mr R.H. COOK: He will speak for himself and no doubt he will say that John Stewart Mill would not have 
approved a piece of legislation that criminalised individual activity and interfered with civil liberties. It is a 
curious set of double standards to be shouting on radio that governments should not unnecessarily intervene and 
that the tobacco control laws are indicative of a nanny state environment because we simply legislated to 
interfere with a person’s individual rights. Surely, that is exactly what we are doing here, Minister for Police. We 
believe that is an important thing to do. That is what governments do. They make decisions about the lives of the 
people in their community. Members of Parliament, as leaders in and representatives of the community, make 
decisions to legislate in this way. That is why the opposition supports the legislation of the Minister for Police. 

Dr M.D. Nahan: Why did you deliberately decriminalise it in the first place? 

Mr R.H. COOK: We deliberately decriminalised it in the first place, member for Riverton — 

Several members interjected. 

Mr R.H. COOK: We introduced the legislation because we believed it was a more appropriate way to deal with 
cannabis abuse. What happened to the incidence of cannabis abuse during that time? Do I have to explain it to 
the member for Riverton one more time? The incidence of cannabis abuse went down, member for Riverton. 
That is an unfortunate statistic for the member’s argument, I agree. We have never said that the law did not need 
improvement. In fact, we were going to make these improvements. We are very pleased that the government has 
adopted in large part the policies that the Labor Party took to the election. The government is very disingenuous 
about this, because we know that the government took a copycat approach during the election. Its only response 
was to introduce a little harsher rhetoric about the bill and copycat our responses. The implications of this 
legislation are exactly the same as those of the Labor policy. That is why we support the legislation. 

Labor support for this legislation is based upon a desire that we share with the government to reduce the 
incidence of cannabis use. We believe that the government has an important role and an important obligation to 
explain the resource implications of this legislation and when it will bring those resources to bear. We believe 
that the government has an important obligation to explain why it believes it is so important to get tough on 
cannabis but not on butane abuse. We believe that it is important for the government to explain why it is not 
getting tougher on targeting other chemical-based harder drugs that we believe are also worthy of some attention. 

The government has said that it is tough on drugs, and that is why it has a 100-day promise to introduce this 
legislation. The government is woefully late. However, we will support this legislation, because we believe it is 
important to support any efforts to reduce the harmful effects of cannabis on our society. When there are genuine 
attempts to address this issue, we believe it is important that we support them. For that reason we will support 
the legislation, although we would like some issues with the bill to be clarified, and we would like to see a 
continued reduction in the incidence of cannabis use, as we saw under Labor’s legislation. We look forward to a 
continued reduction in the incidence of cannabis use under this legislation. 

MS M.M. QUIRK (Girrawheen) [10.23 pm]: This bill was ostensibly introduced to meet the Liberal Party 
election commitments, but it actually reflects many of the recommendations of the statutory review of the 
Cannabis Control Act 2003. The government seems to shy away from statutory reviews. We saw that last week 
with the Criminal Investigation Amendment Bill, when the government refused to have a statutory review in less 
than five years for what is quite significant legislation. Following the statutory review of the Cannabis Control 
Act 2003—a review that was conducted in a much more timely fashion—many of the recommendations of the 
review are enshrined in this bill. It is interesting that in the second reading speech on this bill the minister 
stated — 

The Cannabis Law Reform Bill 2009 gives effect to the majority of these measures —  

That is, the measures set out in the Liberal Party election promise — 

insofar as they relate to cannabis. Other drug-related reforms arising from the tackling illicit drugs 
policy document are being reviewed by a joint working party comprising representatives from the 
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Western Australia Police and the Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions. The government is 
planning to bring further legislation to Parliament in early 2010 to address those other aspects. 

As we have heard tonight, cannabis consumption is on the wane. To some extent, this is not necessarily due to 
any hardline measures in legislation, but there is a general trend downwards for people to smoke generally, be it 
tobacco or cannabis. In any event, if we were to ask anyone on the street, “What should the government do to 
tackle drugs?” I do not think cannabis would be the first drug named by members of the community. There is a 
real problem with amphetamines in this community. The record number of drug laboratories that have been 
found this year is, I believe, the tip of the iceberg. Amphetamines are readily manufactured. There have been 
record numbers of pharmacy robberies in the past year or so. This is not moral relativism on my part; I am not 
saying that cannabis is not as problematic as are amphetamines. What I am saying is that clearly the focus on 
tackling illicit drugs in this community has to be broader than just cannabis. After 14 months of a Liberal 
government, we have a bill that pretty well enshrines the recommendations of a statutory review that was 
conducted under the last government. For a government that expresses that it is tough on drugs, this is a pretty 
half-hearted effort. Be that as it may, as the member for Kwinana said, it is a bill that by and large we support. 

I suppose the key element in this bill is the so-called cannabis intervention sessions. These are to replace the 
education sessions that are in the current legislation. The statutory review found that these education sessions 
were not well attended, and the rationale was that because we are basically a reasonably affluent society, many 
of the users who were caught felt that they could readily pay the modified penalty available under that scheme 
rather than attend an education session. These new cannabis intervention sessions are compulsory and will be 
individual sessions as opposed to group sessions. They will be an hour and a half long, and they are described as 
therapeutic in nature rather than providing a group education session. 

That brings me to the underlying question that psychologists—I am not a psychologist, but I have had this 
argument put to me on many occasions in another context—ask: how effective is a therapeutic session if people 
do not want to change? In another context in other endeavours of government at the moment—for example, in 
the corrective services area—the psychologists would say on many occasions that there is not a lot of point in 
having therapeutic sessions if people have not got to the stage in their thinking that they actually want to change 
their offending behaviour in some way. I do not see that this is any different. In any event, that is the proposal. I 
will talk a bit more about the resources shortly.  

When we are talking about using this method to try to modify behaviour, we should also consider whether this 
approach needs to be better targeted for Indigenous offenders, for example. During our briefing session it was 
conceded that a number of offenders would be from remote and regional Western Australia and work would 
need to be done to modify the so-called therapeutic sessions for Indigenous offenders. Gunja is a real problem in 
regional and remote Western Australia. If we are embarking on these cannabis intervention sessions, we need to 
sort out the appropriate format of those sessions, which I am advised will be world’s best practice, whatever that 
means. There clearly needs to be a modified session if we are to make inroads into cannabis use in regional and 
remote Western Australia. In that context, the member for Kwinana addressed the issue of resources very 
effectively. We are now looking at something like 3 500 of these hour-and-a-half cannabis intervention sessions. 
That is an enormous impost on the Alcohol and Drug Authority. Clearly, it does not have sufficient staff. It is 
equally clear that these sessions have not been budgeted for at all.  

One has to question the real commitment of the government in introducing legislation when it knows full well 
that it does not have the funding to implement it. This is not the first time the government has done this; it does it 
frequently. It talks very tough on law and order and then has to scramble around for the resources to implement 
legislation. A very concrete example is the hoon legislation. When I leave the metropolitan area, it is quite 
common for me to get feedback from police officers who say that they do not impound cars under the hoon 
legislation because they do not have anyone who can tow cars and they have nowhere to store them. This bill is 
yet another example of where the government is talking tough. It is saying that it is getting tough on drugs, but it 
is not providing the means to enforce the law.  

In terms of police resources, I am told that a number of additional FTEs will be needed to follow up offenders to 
make sure that they comply with the law and attend their sessions. There will also need to be attendant upgrades 
and changes to the information technology systems that record and track the progress of these offenders. I 
understand that it will cost about $700 000 for the IT upgrades, and then there is the cost of the additional FTEs. 
I was further advised by the minister’s advisers that a submission is yet to be made or is in the process of being 
made to the minister and, subsequently, obviously to the Economic and Expenditure Reform Committee or 
cabinet. That seems to be a very roundabout way of doing things. It was my experience that if we could not get 
Treasury to sign off on the implementation of new legislation and some sort of guarantee that the resources were 
available, we could not get the bill to cabinet to get cabinet approval.  
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We have a situation where the police have had three per cent cuts across the board yet more and more 
obligations, imposts and duties are put on police, so they have to do more with fewer resources. During 
consideration in detail I will be asking the minister for greater clarity in what he believes are the additional 
resources that the police require to deliver and commit to this legislation. It is clear that if the resources are not 
presently there, they may not be there until the next budget. I spoke to a journalist today who said that when she 
made inquiries about the plans for police resources, she could get no guarantee—although she sought it from 
government—that resources to implement this legislation would be forthcoming in the near future. What an 
unbelievably cynical exercise for the government to say after 14 months that it is getting tough on drugs and 
introducing legislation, which, like everything else that seems to be fast-tracked through Parliament, is not on the 
list to be passed in the upper house before we break for the summer recess. In addition, even if it was passed, it 
would probably not be proclaimed or implemented for some considerable time because the resources would need 
to be found to ensure compliance with these new requirements.  

We have a situation where we are imposing over 3 500 therapeutic interventions on the health department. Even 
if those resources are provided, we are not sure whether the government has the capability and the capacity to 
provide them outside the metropolitan area. We have a situation where upgrades to police computers need to be 
made and additional FTEs for the police need to be employed to ensure compliance with the legislation. 
Although these intervention systems will be world’s best practice, we are not sure how they will be modified so 
that they are culturally appropriate in Aboriginal communities. In that context, these cannabis intervention 
sessions will not be available when an offence is committed in addition to the cannabis offence. For example, if 
someone is found to be in possession of a small amount of cannabis and he has also committed another offence, 
such as driving whilst unlicensed, these interventionist sessions will not be available. If the government is really 
serious about making a difference and convincing people that using marijuana is a dangerous or undesirable 
practice, surely it will not cut off those offenders who are found with cannabis and who may well be just as 
amenable to having this therapeutic intervention. That would have the effect that some members of the 
Aboriginal community will not have access to these programs simply because possession is in combination with 
the commission of another offence, however minor.  

We are generally supportive of the provisions of this bill. They enshrine the provisions of the statutory review. It 
is good public policy to review legislation, especially when it does excite some controversy after a reasonably 
short period. It is in stark contrast to what the minister is prepared to do with the Criminal Investigation 
Amendment Bill 2009.  

There needs to be a real and tangible commitment to the provision of resources. In the absence of that, I do not 
want to waste any more time debating this legislation when it is merely an academic exercise and the 
government is making no real or sincere attempt to make inroads into the use of illicit drugs in Western 
Australia.  

MR A.J. WADDELL (Forrestfield) [10.39 pm]: As previous speakers have indicated, the Labor opposition 
will be supporting the Cannabis Law Reform Bill 2009. The issue that I rise to address relates to paraphernalia. I 
am sure that many members here, like me, have received several emails and letters from various proprietors of 
small businesses in Western Australia who sell this paraphernalia. That struck an interest with me, because I was 
not aware, when this bill was first proposed, that it would have an impact on their businesses. That led me down 
a path where I decided to do a bit of research into the paraphernalia that is associated with drug usage. The 
obvious intent of this bill is to remove drug paraphernalia from sale, and thus restrict the ability of people to 
access it, in the hope that in some way that will discourage people from using cannabis. The problem with that 
theory is that it is somewhat flawed. It is a form of thinking that seems to be stuck in the 1960s or 1970s, when if 
people wanted to buy something, they had to go to their corner shop. In this day and age, if people have a desire 
to buy something, they can go on the internet. To be frank, these days I do most of my shopping in this chamber 
via the internet. So I thought I would do a bit of an internet search on “cannabis implements”.  

Mr R.F. Johnson: Did you say you do most of your shopping in this chamber? I would not admit to that, my 
friend! I think that is most inappropriate! 

Mr A.J. WADDELL: Yes. I have sometimes shopped late at night. 

I typed the word “bong” into Google, and restricted it to Australia, and I was instantly presented with 
www.smokersfantasyworld.com.au, www.planetbongs, and www.offyatree.com.au. These are companies that 
sell a variety of implements, such as bongs made out of pyrex, acrylic, ceramic, bamboo and coconut; party 
bongs; and vaporisers. When I extended my search a bit further into international waters, I got an amazing list of 
things. I found Aladdin’s Cave, which offers a range of Turkish and Ottoman waterpipes, shishapipes, spices, 
teas, pure aromatic oils, and incense. I found Canadian Hemp Company, which offers a variety of bongs, pipes, 
hemp, clothing and accessories. I also found Chillabong; Cyber Headshop; Dr Bongs; Easy Smoke; Fumari; 
Head Gear; The Hemphouse; Herbal Highs; The Hookah; Karmic Butterfly; Muli-Purpose Clamp Gallery, which 
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offers homemade roach clips, for those who are interested, New Amsterdam Cafe; The Old Indian Shops; 
Paradox; Peace Pipes; 1Percent.com, which sells hand-blown colour-changing glass pipes, which I am sure are 
very entertaining; and Red Eye. The list goes on for pages. My favourite is Toronto Hemp Company, which is 
clever enough to call itself THC. These companies offer a range of items that are freely available over the 
internet. That is particularly the case for items that are not available in Australia. There would be no restriction 
whatsoever on the importation of those products into Western Australia. Therefore, the effect of this change in 
the law will be to simply put a number of small businesses in Western Australia out of business. Well, that may 
be the price that we are prepared to pay to send a message. It may be. I have no vested interest in this. I am not 
aware of any of these stores operating within my electorate. 

Ms M.M. Quirk: The former member for Murdoch had an interest in one of these shops. 

Mr A.J. WADDELL: Really? I was unaware of that, member.  

I was interested in one of the items that is for sale. That is a cannabis vaporiser. I had never heard of a cannabis 
vaporiser, so I put my mind to finding out a bit more about what a cannabis vaporiser actually does. To educate 
the house—because I am sure we are all fairly uninformed about these things—marijuana vaporising is a 
technique that is used to avoid the irritating and respiratory toxics that are found in marijuana smoke. The 
cannabis is heated to a temperature at which the psychoactive ingredients evaporate, but without reaching the 
point of combustion. That enables people to inhale a mist instead of the actual smoke. In fact, a fair bit of 
academic research has been done on this topic. It seems that at about 180 to 200 degrees Celsius, the active 
compounds within marijuana, in particular the THC, are vaporised, and it is emitted as a mist, but the more toxic 
components that are contained in the substance are not released because they have not been combusted. As a 
result, there is potentially less damage to the user. This method of smoking marijuana has become popular in the 
United States, particularly in those areas where medical marijuana has gained a foothold. People are using 
marijuana to treat glaucoma and a range of other problems and they do not want to irritate their pre-existing 
conditions by inhaling those types of toxins. They find vaporisers to be a cleaner way to ingest the marijuana. It 
is interesting to note that the vaporising implement heats the cannabis to a temperature of between 180 and 200 
degrees Celsius, which is below the combustion point at which smoke is produced. Clause 7, which inserts 
proposed section 19A, states in part — 

cannabis smoking paraphernalia means — 

(a) anything made or modified to be used in smoking cannabis; 

(b) any other thing that is prescribed by the regulations to be cannabis smoking 
paraphernalia. 

That raises an interesting question as to whether this bill will capture vaporisers. They are slightly different from 
the other objects that are intended to be caught by this legislation.  

I received some correspondence from Stuart Clifford, who is one of the proprietors of a company called Joynt 
Venture Perth. I must confess that I recall having seen this store. I think it used to be on Hay Street. It has some 
very interesting posters and a range of other items for sale. There seems to be an entire subculture of a particular 
type of “head artwork”, as they say, in the store. There is an interesting paragraph in Stuart’s letter, which 
states — 

I assume that you are aware that a bong is not an indispensable item for the consumption of cannabis. If 
someone is unable to buy a professionally made hygienic utensil from a store such as mine, a crude 
article can be made using a variety of materials (possibly toxic) such as juice bottles, garden hoses, 
aluminium foil, coke bottles, buckets—even an apple! 

That is an intriguing concept for “an apple a day”! The letter continues — 

Many of these materials would have to be of questionable hygiene. Failing all of this, a cigarette rolling 
paper is a popular method and easily available. Bongs are also easily available from internet sources 
both in Australia and overseas. 

He raises a number of interesting points. All we are doing is encouraging a less hygienic method of 
consumption, as opposed to a cleaner method, and we are potentially pushing the sale of smoking implements 
interstate or overseas. We are also pushing people into finding an alternative method of smoking marijuana, 
which could include a cigarette rollie paper. That could potentially fall into proposed section 19A, which is 
“anything made or modified to be used in smoking cannabis”. Someone could read this legislation as a ban on 
rollie papers because they could be used for smoking marijuana. People who use rollie papers for rolling tobacco 
might have a problem with that. That part of the legislation could be interpreted as widely as one likes. I see the 
Minister for Police shaking his head. I am sure that in the consideration in detail stage he will take the 
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opportunity to clarify exactly what the government’s intention is in respect of that. We will propose an 
amendment to tidy up this clause because it seems to be a punitive measure for these types of small businesses 
and it does not have any real impact on the overall problem of cannabis consumption. It seems to encourage 
people to use cannabis in a way that might be unhygienic or that could create other problems. I suspect that the 
use of a Coke can and some of the plastics in PVC bottles could potentially expose people to inhaling toxins that 
we otherwise would not want them to inhale, all for the sake of using the proper utensil.  

I suppose it really comes down to a philosophical point: do we want to take a completely punitive approach to 
cannabis use of “No, no, no; never, never, never”, or do we want to recognise that it is our role as legislators to 
minimise the harm to our community? Clearly, the intent of this bill is to minimise harm to our community. The 
intent is to implement a system that will reduce the use of cannabis. I share the view put by the member for 
Kwinana that in times gone by cannabis was seen as a relatively harmless substance, a bit of fun and something 
that kids did, but now there is a reasonable body of evidence that indicates that it can result in psychological 
problems. We need to look at this issue on a scale and ask ourselves what are the risks of the use of cannabis, 
what are the risks if we take away smoking implements and what will people use instead? Will people say, “Oh, 
dear, I can’t buy a bong, so I just won’t smoke it”? I suspect that somehow that will not be the rationale followed 
by a casual cannabis user. We need to ask ourselves what is the best way to discourage its use and, at the same 
time, minimise harm. We will be proposing amendments along those lines. 

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr C.C. Porter (Attorney General). 
 


